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ETHICS AND ST UDY TECH 

Word Clearing Series 53R 

CLEAR TO FIN 

Word Clearing Series 38 

METHOD 5 

CLEARING COMM ANDS 

Word Clearing Series 64RA 

THE MISUNDERSTOOD WORD DEFINED 

These are the words from HCOB 4 May 81RA, STUDY GREEN FORM. 

These words should be cleared on the pc before the STUDY GREEN FORM 
is actually assessed, per HCOB 9 Aug. 78 II, CLEARING COMMANDS. 

The staff auditor or intern must have received high-crime checkouts from 
Qual on the above references before clearing these words on a pc. The auditor 
uses Method 5 Word Clearing when clearing these words on the pc. 

This word list need only be cleared once in the pc's auditing if it was 
correctly cleared the first time. 

The fact of having cleared this word list on the pc must be noted in the 
appropriate place in the pc's folder. (Ref: HCOB 30 Oct. 87, Auditor Admin 
Series 6RA, THE YELLOW SHEET) 

WORDS FROM THE STUDY GREEN FORM 

A, about, accepted, action, against, all, allowed, already, altered, an, and, 
angry, another, any, anyone, anything, applied, apply, arbitrary, ARC break, are, 
ashamed, asked, assignments, at, attention, attested, auditing, avoid. 

Backs, bad, basics, be, because, been, before, behind, being, books, bribe, but, 
by, bypassed charge. 

Caused, cheated, checksheet, choice, clean up, clearing, coaching, college, com
mitted, completions, confused, connected, contained, continue, convinced, cor
rect, correction, could, couldn't, course, course room, courses, credit, crimes, 
critical, cycle. 



Damaged, dangerous, data, debts, definitions, demanded, demands, deserve, 
dictionaries, did, didn't, difficult, disagreements, disturbed, do, doesn't, doing, 
doingness, done, don't, duration. 

Earlier, early, else, emphasis, engram, environment, error, ethics, ever, exam, 
expect, exterior, eyesight, eyestrain. 

Failed, failing, false, false data, falsely, falsified, fast, feel, felt, find, finishing, 
first, flunked, for, from, front. 

Get, given, go, going, gone, good, grades, gradient. 

Had, hadn't, handling, harm, has, have, haven't, having, hearing, help, high 
school, homework, how. 

Ignorant, improperly, in, inadequate, incomplete, incomprehensible, incorrect, 
informed, injustice, instead, Int, intended, interest, into, invalidate, invalidated, 
is, it. 

Job, judgment, just, justified. 

Kept, knew, know, knowing, knowingly, knowledge, known. 

Learn, learned, learning, let, lied, like, list, long. 

Mad, made, make, makes, many, matching, materials, messed up, middle, 
missed withhold, misunderstood, misunderstoods, much. 

Need, never, no, not, nothing. 

Observe, of, omitted, on, once, one, only, or, order, other, others, out, outcast, 
overrun, overts, overwhelmed, own. 

Paid, pain, parts, pass, passed, past, place, poorly, post, prereqms1tes, present 
time, pretended, prevented, problem, progress, punished, pushed. 

Reason, recall, received, refused, remain, reprimanded, restimulation, results, 
revolt, ridiculed, rules. 

Said, school, schooling, seem, should, shouldn't, shown, significance, skip, 
skipped, slowly, smarter, so, social, some, someone, something, starting, stats, 
stay, steep, stolen, student, students, studied, study, studying, study tech, stupid, 
subject, supervise, Supervisor, supervision, supposed. 

Taken, taught, teacher, teachers, test, text, textbook, textbooks, than, that, the, 
their, there, things, think, this, threatened, time, to, told, too, tried, trouble, TRs, 
turned. 

Unable, unavailable, understand, university, unnecessary, unpaid, upset, use, use
less, using. 

Value, verbal data, violated. 



Want, wanted, wanting, was, way, well, were, what, when, which, while, who, 
whole, why, willfully, willingness, with, withholding, word, word clearing, 
words, work, would, wrong. 

You, you'd, your, you're, yourself, you've. 
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